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more than 1,500 individuals

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 Connectivity

 Awareness

 Sustainability

 Education

 A Cultural Center for ALL Iowans.
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 Connectivity

 Ways to communicate offerings and opportunities across the region



 Opportunities for cross-promotion

 Opportunities to inspire regional thinking

 Ways for cultural organizations to consolidate equipment

 Awareness

 Opportunities for the DCA

 Division of state granting programs

 Representatives of the DCA or a DCA liaison in every region of the state
 Partnerships/relationships between DCA agencies and communities

 Artifact exchanges between the DCA

 Sustainability

 Marketing and promotion
 Providing educational resources
 Clearly defining and carrying out the vision of the many local arts, history and cultural organizations

 Identifying ways to attract and retain young talent
 Finding solutions to issues with professional development

 Increasing, maintaining, and maximizing the use of the state historic tax credits



 Aiding communities in leveraging the power of local talent

 Education

 Working with the Board of Education

 Illustrating the reasons that Iowa is special

 Major state tourism campaigns

 A Cultural Center for ALL Iowans

 Exhibitions and information
 Exhibitions telling the stories of the 99 counties of Iowa

 A hub that allows people access to all of Iowa’s communities

 Delivery of information in a way that allows visitors to direct their own experience



1. Develop arts education, both in schools and more informally. In larger cities, participants saw 
the arts as an opportunity for students to express themselves as well as explore new places and 
things. 

 Create more outlets for youth to explore their talents.

 Have the DCA work with the state to turn STEM into STEAM.

2. Facilitate collaboration among arts and culture organizations to help create a regional identity. 
This means facilitating ways to work with cultural organizations in the community, in the region, 
and statewide to form a local identity. Every region or town does not want to be Ames or Des 
Moines; instead, capitalize on the uniqueness of each place.  

 Help us to share more history of the community with the community



3. Find ways for the brick-and-mortar SHB to help people across the state. Include initiatives like an 
Education Conference Center and continue to invite people to Des Moines to participate in 
ongoing conversations like TED Talks. 

4. Celebrate diversity. Collect stories of diverse ethnic, religious, and underrepresented groups and 
circulate them across the state. 

 

 

 

 Collect oral histories

 

5. Re-address DCA funding programs and legislative and corporate relationships so that they 
address the needs of arts, history and cultural organizations today. 

  Be an arts advocate and liaison
  The benefits gap for employees is increasing and few donors want to give for operations

 Quantify economic benefits of the arts



1. Attract, retain, and support young and diverse talent in the cultural realm. Help cultivate 
untapped talent. 

 

 

 

2. Nurture sustainable elements and encourage people to take ownership of arts and culture in 
their own community. People are committed to something based on their passion, and there’s a 
sense of ownership, which allows for sustainability. 

 Work with the Urban Land Institute of Iowa

 Create “culture kits.”

 The most distinctive and valuable asset is the culture that flows from our farm families and rural 
communities.

 Offer a stage for live performances, multiple language interpretation.

 A sculpture walk would be great in places like Orange City.

 Celebrate authors in the area. 



1. Find opportunities to sustain and foster the growth that is already happening.  

 Provide assistance
 Help artists make a living as artists.

 Create a team of expert volunteers

 Help regions find ways to set up connections

2. Create a strategy to attract and retain young talent 
within the age demographic of 20–40-year-olds so 
that we can solidify and build up Iowa’s human 
resources.  

 Having culture attracts a young population. 
 Instead of trying to keep people out, let people in

 Funding comes from national sources, but little from 
the state: 

3. Develop a marketing infrastructure or “marketing tool kit” that cities throughout Iowa can easily 
adopt and adjust to their specific needs. 

 It is common for arts organizations to need support from the state



 Help us promote the river city collaborations
 Marketing
 Advertising the events.

4. Create a dynamic, interactive element to the State Historical Building that is flexible and that has 
opportunities to reflect all parts of the state. 

 Rotate exhibits
 flex space with solid programs

 Theater museum has not changed exhibit
 not warm and welcoming. 
 Incorporate a human element:

5. Engage in a new branding and awareness campaign that flows both ways, so that as the DCA 
shares its new brand resources with the state, it simultaneously learns about the communities it 
is reaching and what each has to offer. 

 DCA could pick one or two communities to find out what’s going on

 Implement an awareness campaign:
 Maybe go with pigs, corn, farms and develop cultural tourism around that

 Present in a multilevel, interactive way

 Iowa needs brand identity
 Integrate the past and the present:



1. Create incubators to foster arts, history and cultural growth. Develop strong arts councils in 
each area, help artists with access to media relations, offer artist residencies, etc. 

 Combine trails with locations

2. Create an ambassador program so that the DCA can share directly with communities. 

 Form partnerships with Iowa museum associations and small museums



3. Offer more user-friendly and customer-friendly services through the DCA overall—staffing, 
technology. 

 More community conversations

 More open attitude to people with differences

4. Enhance and maximize use of the State Historical Building in service of the DCA’s mission. 
Participants saw great potential for the building to be better utilized and leveraged. 

 Redefine the SHB as something like the “Arts and Culture building
 Share SHB with the state

 Use the historical building as a hub

 This building should be a space that is visually connected with every county historical society in our 
state

 Be more user-friendly

 Offer programming so that the building is a vibrant public space

 Open the space to provide more resources for an improved visitor experience



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 The stories of Iowa’s lesser-known figures and events are still an important and relevant part of 
Iowa history that need to be told. Iowa is rich in history and diversity, and telling the story of the 
state will create a more active and civic-minded population today. 

 

 

 

 



 Educate both Iowans and non-Iowans about our state’s progressiveness as well as the 
challenges it currently faces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 The people are what make Iowa great. 

 

 

 

 

 



 To reach all the people of Iowa and truly foster access there must be physical and virtual portals 
into the State Historical Building, especially for those Iowans who will not make it to Des Moines.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 










